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Join “The Defenders” and Be a Hero for Life
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the Right to Life League that this is ex-

ers and hope to

actly what being pro-life is all about –

see you at our

sacrificing and rising up to defend life.
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what new we’re doing in the defense of life.
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Right to Life League
Changing the wo rld,
one li fe at a time.

Become a Prayer
Warrior for Life

More Upcoming
Events:
Respect Life
Month

Our Motivation:
Loving them Both

ProLife Day of Silent
Solidarity—Oct 15

By Sue Poland, Director of Life
Choices of Ojai Valley

People from all over the
country will give up their

The most precious resource we possess in our
fight to protect life is prayer.
Through our prayers, the
light and power of God
reaches into the dark places of our society and
“makes all things new.”
That is why we at the Right
to Life League have our
Prayer Warriors program.
Each month, we send
out a list of special intentions to the participants of
this program, and they
storm heaven, begging God
to help the League fulfill its
mission. In return, we offer
up our prayers for our Warriors’ intentions.
The best part is that anyone, and we mean ANYONE, can be an effective
prayer warrior. When asking for grace from God, age
or social status are irrelevant.
SO WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
Please sign up to be a
prayer warrior today. Email
us at media@rtllsc.org, ask
to be put on the list, and
we’ll sign you right up. Include your own intentions,
and we will put them in our
prayer basket.

Our Annual Gala Guest Speaker: Fr. Robert Spitzer
She came through our
doors with her mom,
dragging a big bag of
clothing to donate to Life
Choices.
These were
clothes that she’d outgrown, and this smiling
toddler was happy to be
sharing them with others
who might need them. Of
course, this little gal was
just plain happy about life,
as some toddlers are.
However, it wasn’t so long
ago that this little girl wasn’t headed for life... Our
team of sonographers and
volunteers invested a lot
of time and energy into
her mom a couple years
back and we’re very happy to see that a choice for
life prevailed.
Please
keep this little gal’s birthmom in your prayers,
however… for her, life is
still a struggle.
One of the greatest
frustrations often facing
our staff here is not getting to see how the story
ends. We try very hard to
keep in touch with our
clients, but they’re a rather
nomadic
bunch,
sometimes with phone
numbers changing from
one month to the next.
However, it’s a situation
we try to prepare for, right
from the start of our vol-
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both.
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Women’s Services Act,”
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that
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always
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cess,
bringing
their own political
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our clients exactagenda.”
them both.”
ly
what
they
It’s
clear
need,
exactly
that Ms. Hogue
when they need it, whethdoesn’t understand us or
er they acknowledge Him
our motivation. We know
or not.
that
prayer
changes
But even after a client
things, so consider adding
and her personal crisis
her to your personal prayhave passed, we don’t
er list. Or maybe sending
forget them.
Okay, so
her a smiling little visitor
maybe sometimes we
dragging a bag of outstruggle to recall their
grown baby clothes would
names, but their faces,
help? All I know is, if she
their stories, their needs –
were to show up on the
that, we remember. It’s a
doorstep at Life Choices,
blessing to be able to
she would be welcomed
help these women and
with open arms, like every
their little ones – that’s
woman who comes to us.
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Sidewalk Counseling
Training—Oct 18
Geri Urutia will lead a
training in how to be a
loving and effective Sidewalk counselor. This is a
divine calling, of life and
love where women are
peacefully guided toward
healthy approaches to an
unexpected

pregnancy,

and away from abortion.
For More information call
562-412-0405.

